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Executive Summary 
 
Civic technology is a relatively new industry where the public, private, and nonprofit sectors use 
technology to enhance and improve the social good. For example, before Code for America—a 
civic tech non-profit organization—applying for food stamps in California was a 45-minute 
process that prevented 60 percent of those eligible from enrolling. With a user-centered 
approach, Code for America redesigned the way applicants submitted their digital applications, 
reducing the average application time to eight minutes. Successful projects like this generate 
wild optimism for what the civic tech industry is capable of, while spectacular failures like 
Healthcare.gov demonstrate that there is a right and a wrong way of approaching civic 
technology.  
 
Civic tech projects have been shown to improve efficiency, economic development, and 
government transparency. Unfortunately, organizations in all sectors have struggled to develop, 
implement, and sustain civic tech programs. While successes are becoming more frequent, more 
than three out of four civic tech projects end up failing. This success rate (or failure rate) is 
problematic for many reasons. Perhaps the biggest is that we often don’t understand the factors 
behind the failure. Repeated failure has made the already risk-averse public sector even more 
apprehensive about pursuing civic tech solutions, and is threatening future investment in the 
private sector. As more money gets poured into the civic tech sector, we need to be cognizant of 
sustainability issues for the sector continues to attract new investment, talent and ideas.  
 
Method 
 
Information for this project is gathered from a combination of available literature on civic tech as 
well as interviews from people whose perspective will provide further insight into the problem. 
These people work in civic tech across the nonprofit, public, and private sectors. 
 
Identified problems 
 
Through research and interviews, this paper has identified several problems facing the civic tech 
industry. 
 

• Lack of money  
• Lack of access  
• Risk-averse decision makers 
• Lack of expertise  
• Lack of user design  
• Trust and reputation  

 
While open data, privacy, and security have been closely linked with the civic tech industry, they 
were surprisingly not mentioned in any of the interviews.  
 

 

• Difficult process  
• Communication 
• Feasibility  
• Leadership 
• Legacy systems 
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Recommendations 
 
For the entire civic tech community 
 
• Organize and collaborate with the local civic tech community. Collaboration is a cost-

effective way of building these relationships will help members of the community trade 
knowledge, experiences, and networks. 
 

• Seek input on projects from members of the community (i.e., build with, not for). For 
example, policymakers should seek advice when creating civic tech policy solutions. 

 
For the public sector 
 
• Benchmark and evaluate other organizations, cities, or states that have created similar digital 

programs. The probability of success is higher if a similar program has been effectively 
implemented elsewhere and can be replicated. 
 

• Tailor the RFP to best fit the needs of the project, and incorporate an agile approach. In the 
past, RFPs have been created under a waterfall method. While this works for well-established 
processes, this has been one of the lead causes of failure with civic tech projects. 

 
For private and nonprofit organizations 
 
• Establish a customer base, and consider creating a partnership with government instead of 

going after contracts. Although government sales are a lucrative venture, the time it takes for 
the government to award a contract makes it an unsustainable practice for most civic tech 
startups. Creating a government partnership would be easier and could provide the 
organization with marketing and credibility. 
 

• Communicate strategically with other organizations. While this may seem simple, many 
organizations fail when they try to let their product communicate for them. Strategic 
communication can produce a moderate impact with little money. 

 
Options not recommended 
 
• Allocate more money to civic tech projects. Lack of money was mentioned as a problem in 

every interview. With this being the top problem, funneling more money into a project might 
help in the short-term, but it is not sustainable.  
 

• Create a civic tech team that functions as the organization’s civic tech expert. While it would 
be an effective way to evaluate projects and give advice, it is not a sustainable practice unless 
a stable revenue source is secured. 

 
• Do nothing. This is an attractive option because it caters to the many risk-averse people 

within the industry. However, this carries significant indirect costs while ignoring societal 
needs. 
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Introduction 
 
What are the barriers that prevent civic technology sustainability?  
 
What is civic technology? 
The creation of the civic tech sector is one of the most significant things to come out of the 
digital revolution.1 However, many people do not understand the sector’s importance because 
civic technologists use several interchangeable terms (e.g., civic innovation) to identify the 
industry. Moreover, insiders often identify with labels that are subcategories within civic tech 
(e.g., e-government, smart cities, etc). For simplicity purposes, I will use the term ‘civic tech’ 
throughout this project. 
 
The difficulties of defining civic technology are well documented. 
The most common definition is some variance of: technology 
solutions for the public good. However, as noted by the Harvard 
Political Review, this definition is too broad and does not 
adequately incorporate user-centered design.2 Whereas the 
Omidyar definition of “any technology that is used to empower 
citizens or help make government more accessible, efficient, and 
effective” is too narrow since it does not include the private and nonprofit sectors—who account 
for a significant portion of the industry. For this report, I will define civic technology as using 
technology to enhance and improve the social good. 
 
What is sustainable civic tech? 
Given the definition of civic tech, sustainability in this context would be an organization or 
project that has a capacity for continued operations. This may include but is not limited to 
considerations like being financially self-sufficient, adaptable and scalable. 
 
Why civic tech matters 
Civic tech can be a useful tool that uses digital technology to improve the lives of people. 
Innovation through civic technology can improve efficiency, economic development, and 
government transparency. Despite these benefits, governments, nonprofits, and private 
organizations struggle to develop, implement, and sustain civic 
tech programs. Moreover, Omidyar reports that “civic tech is 
gaining momentum and is increasingly attracting investment.” 
 
To explore this topic further, a better understanding of how 
civic tech works between sectors is needed. Does the prevailing 
literature offer useful information on this topic? What are the 
common problems facing civic technology? Do different sectors 
share the same problems? What are the current incentives for developing civic technology? Are 
there examples of civic tech programs that are sustainable? If so, what worked for them, and can 
this success be generalized and replicated by other aspiring programs? 
 
These questions seek to flush out what problems and recommendations are similar across sectors 
to determine whether civic tech problems can be predicted and corrected. 
                                                
1 “Inside the Digital Revolution,” SIPA, April 2017, https://jia.sipa.columbia.edu/inside-digital-revolution. 
2 “For the People: Improving Governments with Technology | Harvard Political Review,” 
http://harvardpolitics.com/covers/civic-tech/. 

Civic Tech: 
 

using technology to 
enhance and improve 

the social good 

“civic tech is gaining 
momentum and is 
increasingly attracting 
investment” 

-Omidyar report 
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Section 1: Background  
 
Civic tech is a relatively new industry with a mixed track record of success. While successes in 
civic tech are getting better, more than three out of four civic tech startups end up failing. This 
success rate (or failure rate) is problematic for many reasons. Perhaps the biggest is that we often 
don’t understand the factors behind the failure. Repeated failure has made the already risk-averse 
public sector even more apprehensive about pursuing civic tech solutions, and is threatening 
future investment in the private sector. As more money gets poured into the civic tech sector, we 
need to be cognizant of sustainability issues for the sector to continue attracting new investment, 
talent and ideas. 
Being a new industry, there is not a lot of academic literature available to analyze. Having said 
that, the Knight Foundation and the Omidyar Network have released what are widely considered 
to be the first comprehensive reports analyzing civic tech. The Knight Foundation’s report 
specifically addresses civic tech startups, focusing on barriers to entry and sustainability for 
startups.3 The Omidyar Network, however, analyzes the general trends in the industry.4 
 
While these reports are innovative for the industry, their focus (especially the Knight 
Foundation) is heavily geared toward private and nonprofit startups. They do not go far enough 
into recommendations and do not take government interactions into consideration. For example, 
Omidyar recommends that firms should “Partner and engage deeply with local civic tech 
communities to drive growth and interest, especially given civic tech’s focus on municipalities.”4 
It does not provide a lot of detail other than saying community engagement should take place. In 
fact, neither report adequately addresses the problems or makes recommendations based on how 
different sectors interact with government-sponsored civic tech policies or projects (i.e., how the 
government would work with an NGO on implementing a civic tech project). This project aims 
to fill that gap by analyzing the problems that previous reports did not identify (or did not give 
enough attention to) and make recommendations based on that analysis. 
 
Although the civic tech industry is active throughout the world, there is uncertainty on whether 
inferences from one project can be applied internationally.5,6 For this reason, this project will 
analyze the civic tech industry in the United States. However, it’s important to note that the 
approach for a civic tech project is different between the federal, state and local levels. The main 
difference is that a national civic tech solution usually is created by the procurement process or 
scaling an existing product from the state and local level. In either case, the organization must 
be—or partner with—a well-established organization. As a result, far more organizations are 
delivering civic tech products at the state and local level. Given the time and resource constraints 
of the PAE, this report will be most useful by targeting civic tech at the state and local levels.  

                                                
3 “Scaling Civic Tech – Knight Foundation + Rita Allen Foundation,” 
https://knightfoundation.org/features/civictechbiz/. 
4 “Engines of Change: What Civic Tech Can Learn from Social Movements,” 
http://enginesofchange.omidyar.com. 
5 “Tools for Transparancy Institutional Barriers to Effective Civic Technology in Latin America.Pdf,” n.d. 
6 “Civic Technology and Community Building.Pdf,” n.d. 
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Section 2: Approach  
 
This project drew information from the available literature on civic tech and interviews from 
people whose perspective will provide further insight into the problem. These people work in 
civic tech across the nonprofit, public, and private sectors. Specifically, talking through the 
successes and failures of the organization. 
 
Criteria for recommendations 
Based on the information, the goal of this paper is to identify the most common problems 
associated with civic tech, and make recommendations that will help address those problems. 
This paper will use the following four criteria to evaluate and make suggestions on how to 
overcome these identified barriers.  
 
1) Recommendations must be identified as a possible solution during an interview 

 
This is to help mitigate prior biases of the author or the client. Although this can be subject to 
a self-fulfilling bias from the interviewees, the next criteria should help filter some of this 
bias. 

 
2) Recommendations must be supported by available literature as a potential solution  

 
Requiring that recommendations have evidence from peer-reviewed articles or industry 
accepted reports (such as the Knight Foundation or Omidyar reports) should help mitigate 
bias from interviewees. This will also give recommendations outside evidence while boosting 
credibility. 

 
3) Recommendations must pass the logical test  

 
The logical test compares the problem to the recommendation, determining whether the 
recommendation logically fits as part of the solution. While this could be considered highly 
objective, it serves as a useful test to filter ineffective or obscure recommendations that could 
otherwise pass the other three criteria. 

 
4) Recommendations must be feasible 
 

A feasibility requirement is crucial to ensuring that recommendations are actually possible. 
Resource constraints, political environment, current technological capabilities, among other 
things can prevent recommendations from becoming a reality. 

 
Because information was gathered and synthesized by the author, there are a few potential biases 
that may influence the identification of the problem as well as the potential recommendations. 
Preconceived ideas could influence the types of questions asked in the interview as well as steer 
the direction of the conversation, which could lead the conversation. To mitigate this bias, all 
problems identified in this paper must have been addressed in at least two of the interviews, and 
any potential solution must be meet four criteria backed by peer-reviewed articles or industry 
accepted reports. Moreover, there could be additional problems not discussed in this paper due to 
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the time constraints of the project. Thus, further research is needed to determine other major 
issues that hinder the industry. 
 
Evaluating the recommendations 
To assess how well recommendations fit the criteria, all potential solutions are evaluated based 
on their relative impact on enhancing and improving the social good (impact), as well as how 
difficult it would be to replicate the solution (difficulty). Where impact is gauged by how 
sustainable, useful, and timely the recommendation is. And difficulty is measured by how costly, 
implementable, and risky the recommendation is.  

 
 
Admittedly, a recommendation’s relative position could change depending on past project 
success. For example, if a moderately risky recommendation is followed and the project fails, the 
recommendation may be more difficult to implement than before. On the other hand, if a 
moderately risky recommendation is followed and the project succeeds, the recommendation 
may be easier to implement than before. For this evaluation, recommendations will be assumed 
to be in a neutral position (i.e., never implemented, or past successes/failures offset). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Impact Difficulty 

Sustainability: how easily the recommendation 
can continue over time 

Cost: the financial cost of the recommendation 
(one time and repeated costs are considered) 

Usefulness: how much change can realistically 
be achieved with the recommendation 

Implementation: how feasible it would be to 
put the recommendation into place over and 
over again 

Time: the amount of time it takes to implement 
the recommendation 

Risk: the political, personal, or financial fallout 
if recommendation is followed and the project 
fails 

Note: Sustainability—and the other terms—explained in this context apply only to the recommendation, 
and should not be associated with civic tech sustainability. 
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Section 3: Identified Problems  
 
According to the Knight Foundation report, sustainable civic tech organizations are virtually 
nonexistent. While it would be preferred to focus on the industry’s successes and promote a best 
practices model based on those achievements, it's unrealistic given the newness of the industry as 
well as the unique challenges facing each organization. Therefore, any analysis will identify 
whatever successes it can but will lean heavily on sorting out and evaluating the failures 
experienced by organizations, making whatever recommendations appear feasible. However, this 
too has its problems because of the historical reluctance of organizations to be transparent about 
project failures.7 
 
The Knight Foundation does a great job of laying out some recommendations for startups, such 
as crafting a business plan or earned revenue model, raising capital, and encouraging 
collaboration. However, it does not offer recommendations from the government’s perspective, 
nor does it go into enough detail on how organizations should interact with the government, such 
as selling, partnering, regulations, etc. 
 
In the interviews conducted, eleven problems were identified as barriers to civic tech 
sustainability. As previously mentioned, to help avoid organization-specific issues, a problem 
must be discussed in two or more interviews. 
 
 
3.1 Problems matching criteria 
 
Lack of money 
Every interview identified money as a barrier to civic tech sustainability. Sustainability problems 
associated with lack of money range from the inability to offer competitive salaries for the best 
programmers, to the need to pay for computer servers and maintenance (including pizza for 
programming volunteers). While this appears to be a straightforward problem, there are some 
underlying issues that make this a problem. For example, the people from Code for Boston 
emphatically declared that money was their biggest obstacle to sustainability. Although, they 
clarify that funding options are available, but they just don’t have the means to get it. While they 
have volunteer lawyers and programmers, they don't have volunteer grant writers. They believe a 
volunteer grant writer would help them secure enough funding to sustain their operation. 
 
Lack of access 
This problem can be identified as not having the necessary access or information to government 
processes that would help civic tech ventures. For example, if someone wants to pitch a civic 
tech idea to a city, they usually need a liaison on the inside that can help connect them to the 
right people. Along those lines, some organizations believe they are at a disadvantage in the 
procurement process because they do not know how to network within the system. They argue 
that most RFP’s (at least in local government) overly favor vendors that are well networked in 

                                                
7 Smith H. Jeff and Keil Mark, “The Reluctance to Report Bad News on Troubled Software Projects: A 
Theoretical Model,” Information Systems Journal 13, no. 1 (December 18, 2002): 69–95, 
https://doi.org/10.1046/j.1365-2575.2003.00139.x. 
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the government. Instead of networking and contributing to what they find is an unfair system, 
they spend their time getting business through other avenues. However, they believe civic tech 
organizations would be more sustainable if the procurement process offered a level playing field. 
 
Risk  
This is referring to the dichotomy between a risk-averse government and a risk-loving industry. 
The general conception is that these two differences are fundamentally at odds with each other, 
creating a dynamic where people in government are critical of the actual and tangible solutions 
offered by civic tech organizations. At the same time, private and nonprofit organizations are 
frustrated with government’s slow decision making process.  
 
Luke Peterson, Executive Director of the Office of New Urban Mechanics (ONUM) at Utah 
Valley University, also pointed out what he sees as an internal dilemma within the public-sector.  
He contends that public servants are asked to run the government like a business, but are also 
told that the government can’t waste any money. He argues that these demands are incompatible 
with each other since businesses waste money all the time to create and test innovative ideas. 
However, when push comes to shove, constituents strongly prefer that governments should not 
waste any money. 
 
Lack of expertise  
A common problem identified is that government creates civic tech policies and goes through the 
procurement process without talking to civic tech experts. The argument is that when a policy or 
an RFP asks for a civic tech product, the entire process (including the final product) tends to be 
completely spelled out, which generally creates other problems, such as requesting impractical 
digital solutions, rolling out poorly designed software, and setting unreasonable guidelines. 
 
Likewise, a private or nonprofit civic tech firm will create a product without consulting people in 
government or policy experts. This also creates problems affecting sustainability, such as 
implementation issues (e.g., regulation requirements), lack of access or cooperation (e.g., a 
product that requires an inaccessible database), and sustainability obstacles (see new Airbnb 
regulations in large cities). 
 
Lack of user design 
Civic tech projects often fall short of their intended goal because they were not designed with the 
user, and are not tested before being rolled out. According to interviewees, this process forces 
citizens to be the guinea pigs of the civic tech and usually results in a waste of time and money. 
For example, an agency within the city of Boston decided to have someone on their team create a 
website that would act as a job board for video game developers in the region. The city wanted to 
attract more video game developers and assumed that a site dedicated to developers finding jobs 
was needed. After spending $25,000, nobody used the site. It turns out that not very many video 
game developers are actively looking for work in the Boston area. Even if they were, they would 
use other job searching sites, and it would take months if not years for people to learn that this 
tool existed. To make matters worse, the in-house web designer created the site using an 
outdated programming language, which makes it difficult to update or change the site. While this 
is an example of a minor civic tech failure, the interviewee believed it illustrates how easily 
money is wasted without users testing the software (or in this case testing just the idea). 
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Trust and reputation 
As previously mentioned in the risk section, public servants are under pressure to not waste any 
money. As a result, they typically avoid doing business with firms and 
products that do not have an established reputation. As the saying goes, 
“you don’t get fired for hiring IBM.”8 This, according to interviewees, 
can lead to a biased selection process that causes the government to 
overspend on proprietary software from multinational corporations that 
always need to be on retainer in case of a problem (more on this in the 
‘legacy systems’ section). Interviewees argue that smaller companies can provide better solutions 
for a fraction of the price. Although, they admit that a trusted company is almost always 
preferred because you can count on them to deliver a product that works. 
 
Difficult processes 
Several people pointed out the difficulties with the general process of creating and selling a civic 
tech product. The procurement process—specifically bidding for RFPs—is what interviewees are 
passionately irritated with. This is understandable considering that submitting an RFP response is 
a painstakingly detail-oriented process that often takes two years to complete. In fact, most RFP 
bidding guides say learning ‘the process’ is the first step to bidding.  
 
Another process people took issue with was navigating the regulatory and political process. For 
example, Nimit Sawhney CEO and Co-Founder of Voatz (a company that offers mobile 
blockchain-based voting for elections), must go through the process of showing every city how a 
digital voting solution is possible. For Voatz, the difficulty is more than selling the product, but 
educating people on the technology and easing concerns of access, security, and privacy.  
 
These are just two examples of the many processes that can make it tough to sustain civic tech 
success. 
 
Communication  
It’s ironic that digital technology makes communication easier, yet internal and external 
communication in civic tech is often unclear or deficient, which causes problems and hinders 
sustainability in all sectors.  

 
Internally, communication problems often occur on projects with overlapping authority among 
individuals or agencies in an organization. Usually, this happens when there are no established 
communication norms, such as creating a clear line of communication among project members 
or outlining scope and authority.  

 
Externally, similar communication problems can occur without established communication 
norms between organizations or the end user. According to the interviewees, civic tech projects 
often run into problems when organizations fail to communicate with the end user in the right 
way. For example, the ONUM at Utah Valley University is piloting a project aimed at reducing 
carbon emissions by replacing old streetlights with new solar-powered lights. However, citizens 
did not like the way these new lights looked and started to complain to the city. The city 

                                                
8 “You Don’t Get Fired for Hiring IBM,” https://www.citisoft.com/insights/blog/you-dont-get-fired-for-
hiring-ibm. 

“You don’t 
get fired for 
hiring IBM” 
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responded with a press release touting the many environmental benefits of the new lights. 
Nevertheless, citizens weren’t convinced, and their pushback continued to threaten to the project. 
Communicating just the environmental benefits wasn’t going to be enough. 

 
Surprisingly, a few interviewees identified an additional external communication problem: the 
industry does not communicate failures. Time commitments, fear of outside perception, and 
failure unawareness are the typical culprits that lead to not disclosing these issues. But, not 
disclosing failure contributes to wasting time and resources repeating unsuccessful ideas.9 
 
Feasibility 
Resource constraints, political environment, and technological capability are the three commonly 
identified feasibility problems in civic tech. Unsurprisingly, different sectors tend to struggle 
with feasibility in different ways. For example, a government civic tech project will pay careful 
attention to the political feasibility of the project, but they may overlook whether the project is 
technologically realistic. On the other hand, a nonprofit or private firm may understand whether 
a project is technologically realistic without paying much attention to whether it is politically 
viable. 
 
Leadership 
Another potential barrier facing sustainability is when the level of commitment changes with the 
leadership of a civic tech organization. For example, when Marty Walsh was elected mayor of 
Boston, he did not initially see the value in continuing the city’s civic innovation hub—the 
Mayor’s Office of New Urban Mechanics. If MONUM were gone, many of the city’s civic tech 
projects would disappear with it. Fortunately, the Mayor decided to keep MONUM, and even 
expanded its funding and capacity. This demonstrates how vulnerable civic tech sustainability is 
to leadership changes. While less common among nonprofit and private organizations, any 
change in leadership or leadership commitments can instantly threaten civic tech projects. 
 
Legacy systems and technology 
While issues created by legacy systems can happen in all sectors, this was framed by 
interviewees as a public-sector problem. As previously mentioned, the civic tech industry is 
particularly vulnerable to technological trends and shifts. In the past, this has become 
problematic when digital products incorporate proprietary software in their design or platform. 
Even worse, some companies purposefully create products with older or proprietary software to 
ensure they are on retainer for future updates and service. This practice can lead to cost overruns 
and less efficient products while damaging a firm’s reputation, creating a barrier to entry for new 
civic tech firms and threatening innovative ideas. 
 
3.2 Problems not mentioned 
 
There are two issues that were not identified in the interviews but are widely accepted as 
problems in the civic tech industry. However, since neither met the criteria outlined, discussion 
on these topics will be confined to this section.  

                                                
9 Richard J. Porter et al., “Failure to Publish Negative Results: A Systematic Bias in Psychiatric 
Literature,” Australian & New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry 51, no. 3 (March 1, 2017): 212–14, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0004867416683816. 
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Open source and data 
Problems surrounding open source software and open data have long been synonymous with 
civic tech. In the past, large corporations benefited from preserving their legacy system and 
would actively discourage organizations from adopting open source software. While this 
exclusion from interviews is surprising and noteworthy, I suspect this is due to the sample size 
and selection constraints of the project. 
 
Security and privacy 
Another surprising omission from the interviews was security and privacy. Perhaps this wasn’t 
discussed because this is not just a civic tech issue, but an internet issue. Nevertheless, I believe 
this topic is important enough to warrant a partial discussion since it will likely affect civic tech 
sustainability. 
 
As civic tech becomes more prevalent and sophisticated, so will the data being collected as well 
as the methods used to obtain it. Civic tech insiders have long warned about security and privacy 
vulnerabilities, such as governments running on legacy systems, the expansion of the Internet of 
Things, etc. Luckily, the civic tech industry has not been the focus of major attacks.10 
Considering the inherent vulnerabilities in all software, as smart cities become more 
sophisticated and embrace more technology, it’s only a matter of time before the incentives are 
high enough for attackers to target civic tech. People within the industry must now decide how to 
secure digital services, what kind of data will be collected, how that data will be stored, and how 
to respond when a security breach occurs.  
 
This paper will not discuss this topic any further because it was not identified as a problem under 
the set criteria. However, further research is needed to uncover what a potential security breach 
means to civic tech sustainability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
10 Nicole Kobie, “Why Smart Cities Need to Get Wise to Security – and Fast,” the Guardian, 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/may/13/smart-cities-internet-things-security-cesar-cerrudo-
ioactive-labs. 
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Section 4: Recommendations 
 
Ideally, each recommendation would receive a score based on where it ranks, but they cannot be 
ranked since proposals fall into three distinct categories: recommendations relevant to the entire 
community, public sector, and civic tech organizations (private and nonprofit organizations are 
combined because they share similar characteristics). Instead, each recommendation is graded on 
a scale of low to high based on its relative effectiveness. 
 

 
 
4.1 Recommendations for the entire civic tech sector  
 
Organize the civic tech community  
Sustainability requires thinking about civic tech not as a one-and-done project, but as an 
evolving tool that can be used to improve the social good. Therefore, it is crucial that public, 
private, and nonprofit civic tech organizations meet regularly to discuss ongoing projects and 
ideas in the community. This is in line with many recommendations in literature.11 However, as 
highlighted earlier, broader communication problems threaten sustainability. While other reports 
have made similar recommendations encouraging collaboration, they focus on communicating 

                                                
11 John Gastil and Robert Richards, “Embracing Digital Democracy: A Call for Building an Online Civic 
Commons,” PS, Political Science & Politics 50, no. 3 (July 1, 2017): 758–763, 
https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049096517000555. 

  Recommendation Matrix 

  Impact Difficulty 

Recommendation Sustainability Usefulness Time Cost Implementation Risk 

Entire Sector 

Civic tech 
forums 

Moderate-
high High Low Low Moderate Low 

Input from 
experts High Moderate Moderate-

high 
  Low-

moderate Moderate-high Low 

Public Sector 
Benchmark Low High Moderate-

high Moderate Moderate Low 

Tailor the RFP Moderate High Moderate Low High High 

Private and 
Nonprofit 

Partner with 
government Moderate Moderate- 

high High Moderate Moderate Low 

Communicate 
strategically High Moderate Moderate Low Moderate Low 

Not 
Recommended 

More money  Low High   Low- 
moderate High High High 

Create an in-
house team Moderate High Moderate High High Moderate 

Do nothing Low Low None Moderate Low Low 
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results and impact. This project will attempt to identify the tangible actions that individuals and 
organizations can do to help bring the civic tech community together.   
 
In general, civic tech success is found in cities that have a well-established collaborative forum 
where people in civic tech can get together to exchange ideas (e.g., Chicago, New York, Boston, 
San Francisco, and Cleveland). While this could be an example of a reverse correlation (more 
collaboration exists because of the strong civic tech projects in these cities), there are still many 
indirect benefits from gathering the civic tech community. This collaboration creates trust in the 
community, encourages innovation, and provides access to others in the civic tech industry.  
 
Moreover, governments and vendors need to be more open about their IT failures because it 
could help others avoid these failures. A simple way to do this is to create a blog post, op-ed, or 
even a press release that discusses why these projects failed. Of course, this is a lot easier said 
than done since it would require public servants admitting failure. But, we can make more 
progress if we can open this dialogue. 
 

Furthermore, there is no other low-cost initiative that offers an upside with 
so much potential value. This is a cost-effective way of building 
relationships that will help members of the community trade knowledge, 
experiences, and networks.  
  
To carry out this collaboration, I recommend civic tech meet-ups occur at 
least once a month at a designated public workspace that acts as a civic tech 

hub. Civic Hall in New York and District Hall in Boston are great examples of such hubs. For 
smaller, less established communities, city libraries are a great place to host these meetings.12 
Libraries are sustainable locations because they are free, open to the public, and nonpartisan. To 
ensure sustainability, these civic tech meetings cannot rely too heavily on one participant. Thus, 
meetings should not take place at the office of a 
participant. 
 
The biggest challenge facing this recommendation is 
having someone take the initiative to start these 
engagements. It is easier now more than ever to 
connect with like-minded civic innovators through 
platforms like Meetup. After searching “civic tech” 
on Meetup, nine out of the fifteen U.S. cities searched 
needed a civic tech organizer.  
 
There are two direct benefits that civic tech collaboration offers the government. First, is it can 
provide access to programmers and products. The general belief is that governments, nonprofits, 
and startups do not have resources to hire the best and brightest in the civic tech community. 
Instead, these people go and work for the big tech companies like Google, Facebook, Microsoft, 
etc. While it is true that the big tech corporations have resources that attract many programmers, 
there are still a lot of great programmers that are not attracted to the Silicon Valley lifestyle but 

                                                
12 Lori Bowen Ayre and Jim Craner, “Technology Column: Public Libraries as Civic Technology Hubs,” 
Public Library Quarterly 36, no. 4 (October 2, 2017): 367–74, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/01616846.2017.1405236. 
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instead prefer the stability and satisfaction that the smaller civic tech community offers. The 
United States Digital Service is a perfect example of how a public-sector entity can attract and 
retain top Silicon Valley talent. Collaboration provides an access point for the government to 
find this talent. Harlan from Code for Boston explained that Code for Boston “act as the minor 
leagues for programming” since every one of their volunteers has gone to work for the state or 
local government in some capacity. The second benefit of collaboration for the government is it 
can provide a safe place for civic tech projects to fail. As this report has already identified, the 
government tends to be risk averse when it comes to civic tech projects. This is largely because 
politicians and bureaucrats are required to be good stewards of tax dollars. Since project failures 
are not well received from those on the outside looking in, there is little incentive for public 
servants to experiment with innovative digital solutions. However, these civic tech hubs can 
serve as incubators for civic tech programs. Ideas can be designed and tested outside of the 
government, lowering the failure risk for public servants. 
 
One benefit that collaboration offers the private and nonprofit communities is access to people 
inside the government. As previously mentioned, a significant problem for private and nonprofit 
civic tech organizations is not having access to the government. When firms try to sell digital 
products to the government, the system—as it’s currently designed—gives an advantage to well-
established organizations that understand the process and have preexisting relationships with the 
people inside. In addition to creating an access point, collaboration also helps organizations build 
trust and establish a reputation within the civic tech community.13  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seek input from experts in the community (i.e., build with, not for)  
It is recommended that policymakers seek guidance from experts in the civic tech community 
when creating a civic tech project. Likewise, when private and nonprofit civic tech firms create 
digital products, they should get input from policy experts.  
 
When civic tech policies fail in the public-sector, they usually suffer from one or more problems 
surrounding the feasibility, design, or implementation of the policy. For example, specific 

                                                
13 Youyang Hou and Cliff Lampe, “Sustainable Hacking: Characteristics of the Design and Adoption of 
Civic Hacking Projects” (ACM Press, 2017), 125–34, https://doi.org/10.1145/3083671.3083706. 

Recommendation 
• Engage the community in monthly civic tech forums 
 
Benefits 
• Low cost 
• Improves cross-sector collaboration 
• Increases access and networks 
• Minimal time commitment 
• Lowers the risk of failure 
• Builds trust and reputation 

 
Challenge 
• Getting someone to start and sustain these meetups 
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functions for the site healthcare.gov as well as the rollout date were written in the actual 
legislation. Many experts argue that these rigid requirements are part of the reason to why the 
website failed. Consulting a digital expert could have uncovered these design flaws before it was 
implemented in the legislation, which could have prevented the failed rollout, or at the very least, 
helped reduce the embarrassment of the rollout. Unfortunately, this type of failure—while 
avoidable—frequently occurs throughout our national, state and local governments. Input from a 
civic tech expert should help identify whether an idea is feasible or practical before committing 
to the project. Moreover, experts can offer guidance on the unintended consequences of a policy 
and can assist with a user-centered approach to design that helps avoid project failure.  
 
As the Knight Foundation points out, having someone within a private or nonprofit organization 
that understands how government and policy work significantly contributes to whether a civic 
tech project is successful and sustainable. However, it’s unrealistic to recommend that private 
and nonprofit organizations have this expertise within the organization. Nevertheless, they 
should still seek input from policy experts when designing a digital product. The benefits of this 
advice are similar to the public-sector benefits previously outlined; experts can provide useful 
guidance on the feasibility, design, or implementation of a project. Take Nesterly for example. 
Nesterly is a for-profit startup that pairs households who have spare space with people that are 
seeking affordable long-term renting options. Because of her experience in city government, 
Nesterly co-founder Noelle Marcus recognized that the government could create problems with 
regulation, policies, etc., if they do not see the social benefit, especially for a company that 
operates in the shared economy. To avoid these problems, Nesterly created a partnership with the 
city of Boston. And instead of the city imposing unfriendly regulations, the city promotes 
Nesterly’s service and its ability to create affordable housing options. 
 
Admittedly, establishing a civic tech network of experts will take some time. Although, it should 
be noted that this recommendation will be easier to follow if there is a thriving and highly 
collaborative civic tech community. Even though it may be difficult to find the necessary experts 
in the short-run, the long-term benefits make this a sustainable recommendation. 
 

Recommendations 
• Government should get advice from civic tech experts before creating a 

project 
• Private and nonprofit organizations should get advice from policy 

experts before rolling out a service 
 
Benefits 
• Low cost 
• Reduces the risk of failure 

 
Challenge 
• Finding the right expert 
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4.2 Recommendations for the public sector 
 
Benchmark and evaluate 
Governments are really good at doing things over and over again. So it shouldn’t be surprising to 
see that digital projects are much more likely to succeed if they have already been done. 
Benchmarking other governments that created a similar project can cut costs and time while 
improving effectiveness. When looking to implement a digital solution, governments should look 
for similar projects created by other public, private, or nonprofit organizations. If it has, 
determine what was successful.  
 
While a lot can be learned from private tech projects (particularly the failures), it’s easier for 
governments to replicate public projects.14 However, even if benchmarking public projects is 
possible, different state and local laws often require customized projects. This makes 
sustainability difficult because every region in the country has unique characteristics (i.e., 
political, demographic, economic, etc.), and not all civic tech programs that work in one place 
would work in another. For example, an electronic voting system may work in San Francisco, 
but might not be as well received in a retirement community like Sarasota, Florida. Even though 
benchmarking is vulnerable to this selection bias, the probability of success is much higher if a 
similar program has been effectively implemented elsewhere and can be replicated.15 
 
Unfortunately, benchmarking usually requires a significant amount of time and money up-front 
before anything is created. This can be especially problematic if there is a potential change in 
leadership and large costs without a tangible product could jeopardize the project. However, the 
savings that come from avoiding problems more than justifies this up-front investment, which 
significantly reduces the long-term political risk of a project.  
 
The main challenge is that benchmarking is not always available. Even if it is, many state and 
local governments are reluctant to share information because they fear the potential exposure 
from close evaluation. However, this problem can largely be avoided if the evaluating 
government carefully frames the project as a way to improve their practices.16  

                                                
14 “Better_for_less_improving_public_sector_performance_on_a_tight_budget.Pdf,” 
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/dotcom/client_service/public%20sector/pdfs/better_for_le
ss_improving_public_sector_performance_on_a_tight_budget.ashx. 
15 Jerker Denrell, “Selection Bias and the Perils of Benchmarking,” Harvard Business Review, April 1, 
2005, https://hbr.org/2005/04/selection-bias-and-the-perils-of-benchmarking. 
16 “Why Do So Many Governments Resist Benchmarking?,” http://www.governing.com/columns/smart-
mgmt/col-governments-resist-benchmarking.html. 

Recommendation 
• Benchmark other organizations before creating a civic tech project 
 
Benefits 
• Increases success rate 
• Reduces risk 
• Lowers overall project cost 

 
Challenges 
• Finding similar projects 
• Potential selection bias 
• High upfront costs 
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Tailor the RFP to the project  
As previously mentioned, civic tech organizations are optimistic and ambitious in their ability to 
provide a service to the government. Sustainability has been hurt in the past by unclear and 
ambiguous RFPs that contribute to cost overruns, delayed implementation, and project failures. It 
is recommended that civic tech RFPs be designed with input from an expert to help ensure that 
the final product will serve the needs of the user.17 Ideally, the expert will be an employee of the 
government. If not, the expert should not be incentivized to influence an RFP that intentionally 
and strategically reduces the number of qualified bids.  
 
In the past, RFPs have been rigidly structured under the traditional “waterfall” approach where 
civic tech projects become so customized that they cannot adapt to user needs or changing 
technology.18 While the waterfall approach works for well-established processes, it can make 
newer and more complex civic tech projects more likely to fail and become far more expensive 
than anticipated. However, an agile approach is more likely to cost less and take less time with 
complex projects like these where the solution is unknown or uncertain.  
 
If unsure whether a waterfall or agile approach is best for the project, ask yourself, if I 
incorporate user design into the project, is there some variance as to what the final product will 
look like depending on what comes up? If the answer is “it depends” (i.e., you are not sure what 
the final product will look like), then an agile method is probably the best approach. In fact, an 
agile approach is almost always the more efficient method when it comes to digital projects. This 
is largely because technology is always changing and its use in government is more widespread 
than ever before. This means that the project is undertaking a new, unfamiliar path to fix 
government problems. Moreover, because technology is fundamentally flawed (i.e., no software 
is perfect), it requires a more adaptable process that can evolve as a product that works for 
citizens. 
 
It is recommended that governments consider the most efficient approach (waterfall or agile) 
when creating an RFP for a civic tech product. The goal of this recommendation is to better 
manage the costs and product to make future civic tech projects desirable.19 It is also 
recommended that RFPs created under this new method target the low-hanging fruit first to get 
early wins that would increase political and public support for the new process.20 
 
The biggest challenge facing this recommendation is convincing those over the procurement 
process to allow a change from the current method. In fact, some experts argue that changing 
procurement will do more harm than good.21 If the project fails, a change in the procurement 
process is highly visible and easy scapegoat with a clear finger pointing at the person who 
approved the change. Undoubtedly, this is an ambitious recommendation, and it does not help 
with vendor selection, nor does it help with vendor performance. But, civic tech sustainability is 
                                                
17 Code for America, “How To Fix Procurement 3: Ask for the Right Stuff · Code for America Blog 
Archive,” Code for America, https://www.codeforamerica.org/blog/2013/05/10/how-to-fix-procurement-
3-ask-for-the-right-stuff/. 
18 Ines Mergel, “Agile Innovation Management in Government: A Research Agenda,” Government 
Information Quarterly, Open and Smart Governments: Strategies, Tools, and Experiences, 33, no. 3 (July 
1, 2016): 516–23, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.giq.2016.07.004. 
19 “TechFAR Handbook | TechFAR Hub,” https://techfarhub.cio.gov/handbook/. 
20 Mergel, “Agile Innovation Management in Government.” 
21 “Don’t Believe the Hype: Procurement Reform Is a Red Herring! -,” FCW, 
https://fcw.com/blogs/lectern/2017/06/dont-reform-procurement-eaves.aspx. 
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severely restricted under the current procurement processes, and this recommendation should 
help government ask for the right things without changing procurement laws. 
 
Admittedly, this recommendation only applies to a minority of government purchases. The vast 
majority of digital purchases made by state and local governments consist of off-the-shelf 
software. And some people could criticize this recommendation for tackling too narrow of a 
problem instead of aiming at issues surrounding common purchases. The general belief (one I 
agree with) is that governments usually make these common purchases without understanding 
the product’s impact is on users and that decisions should instead be made by identifying good 
and bad user experiences. However, there are two reasons why this recommendation focuses on 
customized digital purchases. The first is because interviewees did not mention common digital 
purchases as a problem. Instead, they focused on the troubles related to purchasing customized 
software. Nevertheless, there are likely many problems with off-the-shelf digital purchases. 
Which only amplifies the need for further research on civic tech beyond this report. The second 
reason is that customized digital products are more high profile, take more time, cost more 
money, and are documented as having a worse track record than off-the-shelf products. Because 
these spotlighted projects are more vulnerable to failure, this recommendation is still impactful, 
even though off-the-shelf products are purchased far more frequently. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4.3 Recommendations for private and nonprofit organizations  
 
As previously mentioned, the Knight Foundation has useful information on scaling civic tech 
organizations. This report does not look to duplicate but complement that material. One critical 
piece the Knight Foundation is missing is what organizations should do to increase their success 
when selling to governments. These recommendations will help fill this gap.  
 
Establish a customer base first; consider government partnership 
It’s important to recognize the limits of this recommendation, understanding that the goal is to 
get closer to sustainable civic tech. Increasing private and nonprofit success when selling to the 
government is a step toward this sustainability. Having said that, the first recommendation only 
applies to products that deliver on services that are shared between governments and the private 
sector. It is not meant for organizations offering specialized products specific to government. 

Recommendations 
• Seek input from civic tech experts when creating the RFP 
• Recognize and use an agile approach when final product is uncertain 
• Start with “easy win” projects first 
 
Benefits 
• Increases success rate 
• Reduces project time 
• Lowers overall project cost 
• More vendor options 

 
Challenges 
• Changing the current process 
• High political and personal risk if project fails 
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One of the most common ways a civic tech startup fails is by trying to create a product that relies 
on the government as the primary customer. Businesses traditionally spend 10 percent of 
revenues to acquire new customers; however, companies going after government contracts will 
spend about 42 percent.22 On average, tech vendors will invest between $150,000 and $500,000 
for each government sale.14 In general, state and local governments have many requirements, 
specifically in the procurement process, that makes it difficult for startups to secure government 
contracts. These rules make failing on a government contract quite a bit different than failing in 
Silicon Valley. For example, if a company fails to deliver on its contract with Massachusetts, the 
company is liable for paying back the state two and a half times the original amount of the 
contract. If the government is not seeking out a contract, then an agency needs to allocate 
resources to purchase the product, but this can only happen during the open capital budget 
process (which in Massachusetts runs from January to March). However, having an inside 
connection to the government is necessary to even set up a meeting to pitch a product. 
Furthermore, a product must be fully operational because cities will only buy established 
products.  
 
Although government sales are a lucrative venture, the time it takes for the government to award 
a contract makes it an unsustainable practice for most civic tech startups. Before trying to break 
into the government contract market, it is recommended that civic tech organizations establish a 
wide customer base and have people within the organization that understand and know how to 
communicate with government agencies. This will help organizations gain the necessary 
experience and credibility to compete for government contracts. When an organization is ready 
to bid on a government contract, it is recommended that they focus on securing a state or local 
contract. This is because many states set higher targets for awarding contracts to small 
businesses than the federal government. For example, federal agencies reserve 23 percent of 
contracts for small businesses, whereas the state of New York reserves 30 percent.12 

 

This is not meant to discourage companies from developing civic tech products for the 
government. However, organizations should consider partnering with the government rather than 
selling to the government. Instead of viewing government as a revenue source, the government 
can be used as a way to establish a reputation and legitimacy, using the government as a 
marketing tool rather than a money-making source. Because so much time, energy, and resources 
are spent securing the government as a buyer, it is more sustainable to spend that time securing 
other business. Once again, this should not deter civic tech organizations from offering their 
products to the government. Instead, organizations should consider the marketing appeal and the 
instant credibility that would come from having government as a user.  
 
Unfortunately, this option would cost the organization the time it takes to initiate the government 
partnership, as well as the cost of not being able to bid on a government contract. Since tech 
organizations tend to have large up-front fixed costs, we can assume its marginal cost is low. 
This is a moderately feasible option that would deliver moderate results, which should help civic 
technologists get their foot in the door to earning government business.  

                                                
22 “Procurement and Venture Capital: Expert Tips for Civic Tech Entrepreneurs,” 
http://www.govtech.com/products/Procurement-and-Venture-Capital-Expert-Tips-for-Civic-Tech-
Entrepreneurs.html. 
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Communicate strategically 
When vendors pitch their products to the government, the person making the pitch should 
understand government and should be able to articulate the way a product can solve real 
problems for people. Furthermore, while a pitch needs to include data, the data should identify 
how the product is useful and demonstrate its achievable results.23 There are two common 
mistakes civic tech companies make when pitching their product to the government. First, is they 
present something without knowing how the city or government work. Second, pitches ask for 
large investments upfront, but results are heavily centered on efficiency and ambiguous long-
term benefits. 
 
Moreover, internal and external communication problems often undermine civic tech projects. 
As the Harvard Business Review noted, internal communication issues frequently arise when the 
network of collaboration is perceived as not legitimate.24 In other words, people do not believe 
that their voice will be heard under the current structure in place. Partnerships are more likely to 
be successful if legitimate internal and external communication lines are available.25,26 Having 
clear points of contact within the organization is an effective way of establishing these lines of 
communication.27 External communications can be improved if formally designated points of 
communication are created and known to the other organizations working on the project.21 This 
can also be helpful for a larger organization with sub-agencies but doesn’t have to be formal 
(although it can be useful for those unfamiliar with the organization’s structure). 

                                                
23 “Boston Smart City Playbook — from the Mayor’s Office of New Urban Mechanics,” 
https://monum.github.io/playbook/#plays_index_anchor. 
24 Art Markman, “‘Poor Communication’ Is Often a Symptom of a Different Problem,” Harvard Business 
Review, February 22, 2017, https://hbr.org/2017/02/poor-communication-is-often-a-symptom-of-a-
different-problem. 
25 John M. Bryson, Barbara C. Crosby, and Melissa Middleton Stone, “The Design and Implementation of 
Cross-Sector Collaborations: Propositions from the Literature,” Public Administration Review 66, no. s1 
(December 2006): 44–55, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1540-6210.2006.00665.x. 
26 Ale Smidts, Ad Th. H. Pruyn, and Cees B. M. van Riel, “The Impact of Employee Communication and 
Perceived External Prestige on Organizational Identification,” The Academy of Management Journal 44, 
no. 5 (2001): 1051–62, https://doi.org/10.2307/3069448. 
27 Based on a case study done on Healthcare.gov by the U.S. Office of the Inspector General, "CMS 
Management of the Federal Marketplace." February, 2016. 

Recommendations 
• Establish a customer base before going after government contracts 
• When ready, consider state and local government projects first 
 
Benefits 
• Increases success rate 
• Reduces risk 
• Low cost 
• Minimal time commitment 
• Helps build credibility 

 
Challenges 
• Forgoing lucrative projects  
• Creating a broad appeal for a product meant for government 
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All civic tech organizations should design a communication strategy for the end user. Civic tech 
projects can also fail if the organization does not communicate effectively with citizens. 
However, this is not communication in the traditional sense. With civic tech, citizen 
communication is more like citizen engagement where organizations collaborate with citizens to 
deliver the best product.  
 
In other words, figure out what the user cares about, design and communicate your solution 
around that idea. In the ONUM streetlight example (in the problem with communication 
section), the project’s future was still uncertain even after communicating the environmental 
benefits. ONUM wanted to find out more about what they could do to save the project. Their 
focused research showed that people were more receptive to the less aesthetically pleasing 
streetlights once they learned about how the lights reduced crime and traffic accidents. With this 
in mind, ONUM crafted a press release focusing on these safety benefits. The new message 
nearly eliminated resident pushback. 
 
Strategic communication is a sustainable recommendation by producing a moderate impact with 
little money, while its low risk makes it replicable and scalable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4 Other options not recommended  
 
While the previous recommendations are meant to improve civic tech sustainability, it is unlikely 
to be an exhaustive list of recommendations. Alternatively, this section lists options that were 
considered but are not recommended. 
 
Allocate more money to civic tech projects 
People in each of the public, private, and nonprofit sectors identified a lack of money as a barrier 
to civic tech sustainability. Theoretically, more money funneled into civic tech products would 
increase the likelihood of successful projects. Moreover, if a civic tech organization has little to 
no funding, then an injection of funds would help sustainability. However, the Knight 
Foundation has an arsenal of resources to help private and nonprofit civic tech firms finance their 
projects.  
 

Recommendation 
• Establish strategic and clear lines of communication with customers and 

partners 
 
Benefits 
• Increases success rate 
• Low risk 
• Low cost 
• Helps build legitimacy 

 
Challenge 
• Understanding customer needs  
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In strict terms of sustainability, civic tech projects need to be replicable and scalable. While 
adding more money would likely increase the success of a particular civic tech project, it is not 
replicable or scalable to different communities. Furthermore, an increase in funding to a civic 
tech project would only add to the pressure of not failing, which would hinder innovation. The 
high cost and risk of allocating more money to civic tech projects make this recommendation 
unsustainable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Create an in-house civic tech team  
An in-house civic tech team would certainly be effective at addressing some of the identified 
problems.28 However, like the previous option, this recommendation would be difficult to sustain 
for two reasons. First, most organizations and governments could not afford to staff such a 
recommendation. Second, innovation would be limited if this recommendation did not 
accompany the collaboration recommendation.  
 
Furthermore, creating an in-house civic tech team would not ensure civic tech sustainability. 
While this could be the most effective recommendation, its high cost and implementation 
difficulty make this too expensive to be considered a sustainable option. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
28 Hollie Russon Gilman, “Civic Tech For Urban Collaborative Governance,” PS: Political Science 
&amp; Politics 50, no. 3 (July 2017): 744–50, https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049096517000531. 

Not recommended 
• Allocate more money to projects 
 
Benefits 
• Increased success rate for the project 
• Lower time commitment 

 
Challenges 
• High cost 
• High risk if project fails  
• Very difficult to replicate 
• Very difficult to sustain 
 

Not recommended 
• Create a dedicated civic tech team 
 
Benefits 
• Increased success rate  

 
Challenges 
• High cost 
• Very difficult to replicate 
• Moderate political risk 
• Only sustainable if successful 
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Do nothing 
As with any recommendation, there is always the option of doing nothing. A passive approach is 
a reasonable option for public servants because doing nothing is easy, defendable, and politically 
safe. The benefit of political safety is particularly attractive to policymakers that are already 
incentivized to take minimal risks. However, doing nothing in this situation is the same as 
accepting the status quo. Exact figures are unknown, but there are ample indirect costs of doing 
nothing. For instance, the Office of Management and Budget with the Department of the 
Treasury’s Office of Financial Innovation and Transformation are using civic tech to eliminate 
agencies from distributing over-engineered requirements by creating a digital platform for 
sharing financial systems. While the goal of this digital solution is to implement a process that 
prevents agencies from deviating from a standard set of requirements, this digital platform will 
indirectly result in long-term savings for the taxpayer.29 If a government can’t use technology to 
create and use digital services in the 21st century, then it cannot do government. 
 
Moreover, the civic tech sector cannot afford to passively carry on and hope things will get 
better. The fear is that if we stay content and don’t seek to improve digital services, we are 
deserting one of the few bipartisan tools that can help solve some of society’s most complex 
problems, such as improving economic inequality.30, 31  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
29 Sunil Datt and Stephanie Nash, “Accelerating Innovation in ‘New Normal’ Times,” Journal of 
Government Financial Management 62, no. 3 (Fall 2013): 18–24. 
30 Leighninger, Matt (2016) "The Economic Argument for Engagement: New Directions for Research," 
Journal of Public Deliberation: Vol. 12: Iss. 2, Article 14. 
31 “How Civic Tech Can Address Urban Inequality,” http://www.governing.com/blogs/bfc/col-civic-
technology-urban-inequality.html. 

Not recommended: 
• Accepting the status-quo 
 
Benefits: 
• Very low risk  
• No time commitment 

 
Challenges: 
• Moderate indirect costs 
• Hinders sustainability 
• Opportunity costs  
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Conclusion 
 
Since its inception, civic technology has shown glimpses of how it can enhance people’s lives by 
improving the delivery of public services, economic inequality, and the democratic process. 
However, digital projects tend to be expensive, time-consuming, and are highly susceptible to 
failure. Because so many civic tech projects fail, the industry has not lived up to the promise of 
creating a substantial impact. But, history illustrates that tech industries often go through an 
extended learning curve. Given the size and complexity of the industry, it’s reasonable to believe 
civic tech is experiencing similar growing pains.  
 
The goal of this report is to help the industry get over the curve by outlining some of the barriers 
that hinder sustainability. Many of the industry's biggest challenges are readily identifiable (e.g., 
lack of money). However, since civic tech is an interconnected industry, many problems 
identified in this report are the result of a disconnect between any of the public, private, and 
nonprofit sectors (e.g., lack of access) or the citizens these institutions are trying to serve (e.g., 
lack of user design). 
 
This paper attempts to address the problems that stem from the industry’s complex 
interconnectivity by customizing recommendations for each sector. Past reports on this subject 
have focused on a one-size-fits-all recommendation or centers all recommendations around a 
single sector. The problem with these approaches is that they are either too broad to have a 
meaningful impact or are so narrow that they overlook the interconnected nature of civic tech. 
Admittedly, the customized recommendations in this report fall short of ensuring sustainability. 
But, following these recommendations will help the industry take a unified step toward 
sustainability. 
 
While this report makes sustainability seem daunting, people should not be discouraged from 
doing civic tech. In fact, there has never been a better time to join the movement. Civic tech is 
increasingly attracting investment, which not only creates more opportunity but suggests more 
people recognize the potential benefits. However, throwing money at a project will not ensure 
success. We must be systematic with how we approach civic tech opportunities. Sustainability 
can happen, but only with steady growth and progress. 
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Appendix 1 
 
A comparison of each recommendation based on its relative impact and difficulty 
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Appendix 2 
 
 

List of contributors 
 
Luke Peterson – Office of New Urban Mechanics, Utah Valley University 
Kristopher Carter – Office of New Urban Mechanics, Boston 
Kimberly Lucas – Office of New Urban Mechanics, Boston 
Jaclyn Youngblood – Office of New Urban Mechanics, Boston 
Kevin Miller – National Civic Technology Manager - Microsoft 
Aimee Sprung – Civic Engagement Manager - Microsoft 
Cathy Wissink – Director of Technology & Civic Engagement - Microsoft 
David Eaves – Professor – Harvard John F. Kennedy School of Government 
John Haigh – Professor – Harvard John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Bianca Wylie – University of Toronto - School of Public Policy and Governance 
Karin Brandt – CEO & Co-Founder - coUrbanize 
Elsa Sze – Founder - Agora 
Noelle Marcus – Co-Founder - Nesterly 
Nimit Sawhney – CEO & Co-Founder - Voatz 
Sam Hammar – Director of Digital Engagement - Office of the State Treasurer, Massachusetts  
Harlan Weber – Director of Design Innovation - MassIT; Brigade Captain - Code for Boston 
Matthew Zagaja – Lead Civic Web Developer - MAPC; Volunteer - Code for Boston 
Jacob Dansey – CEO & Co-Founder - Involved Inc. 
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Appendix 3 
 
 
Problems identified in interviews 
 

 
Problem Identified Number of interviews 

problem was identified 

Lack of money 16 
Lack of access 12 
Risk 8 
Lack of expertise 6 
Lack of user design 6 
Trust and reputation 8 
Difficult processes 5 
Communication 5 
Feasibility 4 
Outdated practices/technology 4 
Leadership 4 
Note: all interviewees identified more than one problem 


